Lovelock actions(more precisely, extended Gauss-Bonnet forms) when variedas Cartan forms on subspacesof higherdimensionalflatRiemannian manifolds,generatewellset,causalexterior differential systems. In particular,the Einstein-Hilbert action4-form, variedon a 4 dimensionalsubspace of El0, yieldsa wellsetgeneralized theory of gravityhaving no constraints.
Introduction

Immersion geometries and the example of strings in four dimensions
We will suppress the writing of the exterior multiplication operator throughout this note. Let E,_ be n dimensional Euclidean or pseudo-Euclidean space. The structure equations for the basisforms of the orthonormal frame bundle over E, For an immersed 2 dimensional space, p = 2, as in our example in Section 2, the only Lovelock form is 03iwJ¢,).
For an immersed 3 dimensional space there are two Lovelock 3-forms: wiwJwkeij k and RiJ03k¢ijk.
To check the latter we calculate, using 2.2 (and remembering the range of i, j = 1, 2, 3), d(03303 03 ,j ) B a ---03 (03s03i wk_ijk).
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